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Fundamentals  
02

Audio and video recording technique
    

Interpersonal communication

    

Conducting an interview 

    



Audio and video recording  



Having control of the technical
aspects guarantees a quality return

and increases confidence and
reassures the interviewee.

 
 



Choice of location

Not only aesthetics but also functionality

Beware of noises 
- streets
- people
- sudden sounds
- constant sounds

    

Background
- neutral
- set but not overloaded
- focus on the subject
- pay attention to reflective surfaces 
  and windows

    

Electricity, recharge, memory, location
 

Lighting

Where the interview will take
place
 



Set up equipment

Video cameras

Tripod

    
Microphones

    

Earphones

External lights

What do we need:
 



Composition
and photography 

The rule of thirds

Shots size/Framing
    

Lights

    

Position
Build the image:



Rule of the thirds
The rule of thirds is a compositional rule.
Imagine a painting divided by two horizontal and two vertical lines, the result is 9 perfectly
equal squares.
The one in the center is the fulcrum and each corner is made up of a strong point.
In total, therefore, we have 4 strengths in which to enter a subject of the scene.

Why are they called strengths?
Because this is where the visual eye focuses

after displaying the center.
 



Shot sizes/picture 

Close up shot

Extreme close up (details)

Wide shot /Full body/American

Medium shot /Halfbody 



Half body picture



Close up shot A close-up frames the character’s face. In a close-up shot one can see even more detail
that tells us how a character feels. 



Close up A close-up highlights emotional clues in the eyes and you can see a twitch or a
tear that you might miss in a medium shot. It is by its nature more intimate so
the effect is often that the audience can feel what the character is feeling.





Necessary 
shots

Medium/Wide

Tight
    

1 camera

    

2 cameras



 
First camera on subject with wide frame
Second camera on subject details

 

Medium/wide + tight
- to differentiate editing and viewing
- the wide one with a cut just above the hip, little air above the head
- the tight, on the other hand, includes the head-to-shoulder portion

 
Record in 4k (3996x2160 px) or full HD (1920X1080 px)
so you can post cuts and re-size while keeping
image quality intact
 



Position
The position of the cameras and of the subjects (interviewer and interviewee) are fundamental

- The person interviewed will want to look towards the interviewer
- The look in the room is not natural
- Risk of looking away
- Stylistic choices 

 
 

If you stand to the left of the camera, the interviewee will have to be positioned slightly to the right of the frame,
with his eyes and gaze to the left (but not in profile) and leave enough space in front of the direction of the gaze,
so that to make it clear that there is someone who listens to him in front of him.

Decide where to stand, do not let other people stand in front of the subject, especially if they are moving, and
maintain eye contact with the interviewee, possibly standing or sitting like him, to have your gaze level with his.

Take your eyes off the interviewee only for the minimum time necessary to browse through the notes, just to
follow the common thread of the questions you had planned to ask.

 



Inside: room lighting generates shadow cones under the nose and shadow in the eyes because
it is lighting from above (better to have frontal lighting on the subject)
- Using lighting fixtures avoids flickering (disturbance deriving from the emission frequency of
the room lights
- If you can't handle lights vary the shutter speed (shutter) always be multiple fps
 

Lights Good minimal and effective photography has 3 light sources:
- Light Cut
- Widespread
- Backlight

The cut light is the main subject lighting, projected directly, directional light, 
to the right or to the left, precisely comes from the edge and illuminates one of the two 
profiles(the one facing the camera) and the light is positioned next to the camera

Outside: pay attention to windows and natural lights, prefer shaded areas to be
illuminated, pay attention to variations in the light on the subject



Audio

Quality

Check microphones (always)
    

Check battery charge 

    
Audio is the element that does it
really the difference



Conducting an interview



The interview is a powerful exchange that binds two people to a story,
but it is above all the most effective way to tell and allow voices
and the stories of traveling the world, like messages in bottles.

 
 
 

- always print the questions and have them in front of you

- prioritize developing a discourse around those points

- conducting also means regulating the moments in which you go off topic

- once the points of our track have been exhausted there will always be time 
to deepen some aspects

- 
 
 

About the interview  



 
- guide the interviewee in formulating the answer

- remember that the story must be understandable to third who are not present 
at that moment with us

- include the subject / subject of the question to contextualize the answer, for example:
"What's your name, how old are you and what do you do in life?" reply:
"My name is ../ my name is / I work as .."
or "What object do you remember if I tell you Europe?" "If I think of Europe it comes to mind ..."
 or "Where were you when the wall came down?" "I was here in Berlin when the wall came down"  (durin
but in the editing phase it is important to have contextualized and meaningful answers
to ensure continuity and meaning of the speech

- make sure that during the answer the person interviewed maintains eye contact with you
and that you are his interlocutors

 

 

About answers 



Interpersonal
communication

Facilitate the creation of a relaxed
atmosphere

Get in touch with the person
and with the story prior to the interview
 

    

Choice of language in which the 
interviewee feels more comfortable

    
Tell the reasons for the interview

Be the first to trust a story
 



 
Every story is precious, 

let's prove it.
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